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History of AI in our Industry

- Resume Parsing
- Interview Scheduling
- Candidate Matching
- Chatbots
AI can enhance the human aspect of recruiting not replace it.

Many tech companies including Microsoft are naming their AI solution copilot, which implies that it is meant to sit beside you not replace you.
AI will become a Necessity, not a Luxury

- **Brainstorming**
  - Alternative Business Model
  - Fill gaps of hard to fill roles

- **Quick Learning and Research**
  - Marketing
  - SEC

- **Content Creation and Repurpose**
  - Editor
  - Modifier of Tone

- **Tech/Data Assistant**
  - Data Analysis
  - Alternative Code Options
Artificial Intelligence through Large Language Models

ChatGPT
- Only goes to September 2021
- Baseline ChatGPT will tell you it can’t provide info because it does not have it
- Premium version $ allows more up to date information
- Better at writing & coding

Google Bard
- Available for everyone
- Access to the internet
- Has their own language model
- Blazing fast

Bing AI
- More up to date, able to deliver macro and micro analysis
- Requires MS Edge
- Uses AI, GPT4, Multimedia, Live Internet, can see images
- Slower at coding
- Provides links to web pages (but you still need to verify)
Start Now…

To learn more about this technique check out this course 
https://www.youreverydayai.com/ppp-registration/

Prime
- Assign it a Role.
- Give it Examples.
- Ask what other questions does it have?
- Be polite.

Prompt
- Be specific in your ask.
- Tell it specifically how you want your information back. If you are looking for it in excel in 5 columns with xyz headings tell it, if you are looking for it in a certain code format, tell it.

Polish
- Put your editor or teacher hat on and critique the results.
- This is where you talk to it like a human.
- Adjust the prompts to get the results you want.
- You must apply the human touch to validate and provide the final review.
Thank You